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Refined TGC analysis

Updates

▶ HL-LHC
▶ The new Higgs inputs in the LHC WG reports are implemented.
▶ Diboson (TGC) measurements at HL-LHC are also implemented.

[arXiv:1810.05149] Grojean, Montull, Riembau

▶ CEPC
▶ New TGC analysis using optimal observables.
▶ Implemented Z-pole measurements, W mass/width/BR measurements.

▶ EFT framework
▶ Previously we assume perfect EW measurements (Z-pole, W

mass/width/BR).
▶ Now we have implemented realistic EW measurements (and included the

relevant operators).
▶ Can the CEPC Z-pole measurements constrain the relevant operators well

enough so they do not have an impact on the Higgs processes? (Yes!)
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Refined TGC analysis

old vs. new (Higgs basis)
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precision reach of the 12-parameter EFT fit (Higgs basis)

LHC 300/3000 fb-1 Higgs + LEP e+e-→WW

CEPC 240GeV (5.6 ab-1), without/with HL-LHC
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precision reach of the full EFT fit (Higgs basis)

HL-LHC S1 / S2

CEPC 240GeV (5.6 ab-1), without/with HL-LHC S2

▶ Full fit: only the Higgs
parameters are shown.

▶ HL-LHC: ATLAS and CMS
are combined. (The
correlation between
ATLAS/CMS are not
provided by the WG.)
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Refined TGC analysis

old vs. new (D6 operators)

OH OWW OBB OHW OHB OGG Oyt Oyc Oyb Oyτ Oyμ O3W
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LHC 300/fb Higgs + LEP e+e-→WW
LHC 3000/fb Higgs + LEP e+e-→WW
CEPC 240GeV (5.6/ab) only
CEPC 240GeV (5.6/ab) + HL-LHC

light shade: individual fit (one operator at a time)
solid shade: global fit

▶ Rc, Ac
FB still missing

▶ Flavor universality
imposed on gauge
couplings for now (can
be removed later).
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HL-LHC S1
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CEPC 240GeV (5.6/ab) only
CEPC 240GeV (5.6/ab) + HL-LHC S2

light shade: individual fit (one operator at a time)
solid shade: global fit

LEP/SLD included
for all scenarios
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Refined TGC analysis

D6 operators

OH = 1
2
(∂µ|H2|)2 OGG = g2s |H|2GA

µνGA,µν

OWW = g2|H|2Wa
µνWa,µν Oyu = yu|H|2Q̄LH̃uR + h.c. (u → t, c)

OBB = g′2|H|2BµνBµν Oyd = yd|H|2Q̄LHdR + h.c. (d → b)
OHW = ig(DµH)†σa(DνH)Wa

µν Oye = ye|H|2L̄LHeR + h.c. (e → τ, µ)

OHB = ig′(DµH)†(DνH)Bµν O3W = 1
3!
gϵabcWa ν

µ Wb
νρWc ρµ

OWB = gg′H†σaHWa
µνBµν Oij

Hℓ = iH†←→DµHℓ̄iγµℓj

OT = 1
2
(H†←→DµH)2 O′ij

Hℓ = iH†σa
←→
DµHℓ̄iσaγµℓj

Oℓℓ = (ℓ̄γµℓ)(ℓ̄γµℓ) Oij
He = iH†←→DµHēiγµej

Oij
Hq = iH†←→DµHq̄iγµqj Oij

Hu = iH†←→DµHūiγµuj
O′ij
Hq = iH†σa

←→
DµHq̄iσaγµqj Oij

Hd = iH†←→DµHd̄iγµdj

▶ “Modified SILH’ basis” (OW , OB → OWW , OWB)

▶ O11
Hl and O′11

Hl are eliminated via e.o.m. in this basis.

▶ Flavor Universality assumption (for gauge couplings): c11 = c22 = c33,
cij = 0 for i ̸= j.
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Refined TGC analysis

Basis choice

▶ In the CDR:
▶ Higgs basis⇔ Higgs coupling precision
▶ D6 operator basis (modified SILH’)⇔ new physics scales

▶ Effective couplings (“Peskin basis”, [arXiv:1708.08912],
[arXiv:1708.09079], Peskin et. al.)

▶ g(hZZ), g(hWW) defined at the scale of the relavent Higgs decay (h→ ZZ,
h→ WW).

▶ Used in ILC and FCC-ee official documents.
▶ It looks like κ but it is not κ!

▶ Replace Higgs basis with “Peskin basis”? In any case, we can decide
later...
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Refined TGC analysis

Updated results for all colliders
current work, J. de Blas, G. Durieux, C. Grojean, JG, A. Paul
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precision reach on effective couplings from full EFT global fit

HL-LHC S2
CEPC Z/WW/240GeV
FCC-ee Z/WW/240GeV/365GeV

ILC 250GeV
ILC 250GeV/350GeV
ILC 250GeV/350GeV/500GeV

CLIC 380GeV
CLIC 380GeV/1.5TeV
CLIC 380GeV/1.5TeV/3TeV

unpolarized P(e-,e+)=(∓0.8,±0.3) P(e-,e+)=(∓0.8, 0)

light shade: CEPC/FCC-ee without Z-pole run

perfect EW
lepton colliders are combined with HL-LHC

imposed U(2) in 1&2 gen quarks

ghZZ ghWW ghγγ ghZγ ghgg ghtt ghcc ghbb ghττ ghμμ δg1,Z δκγ λZ
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▶ FCC 240GeV(5 ab−1) + 350GeV(0.2 ab−1) + 365GeV(1.5 ab−1)
ILC 250GeV(2 ab−1) + 350GeV(0.2 ab−1) + 500GeV(4 ab−1)
CLIC 380GeV(1 ab−1) + 1.5TeV(2.5 ab−1) + 3TeV(5 ab−1)
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Refined TGC analysis

Conclusion

▶ HL-LHC numbers are better, but the overall picture is not changed.

▶ For the Higgs coupling measurements, the CEPC Z-pole run is “good
enough” to constrain the EW operators that enters the Higgs processes.

▶ Some important advantages of CEPC are not reflected in the EFT
framework. (Higgs total width measurement, Higgs exotic decays...)
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Refined TGC analysis

backup slides
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Refined TGC analysis

A refined TGC analysis using Optimal Observables

▶ TGCs are sensitive to the differential distributions!
▶ Current method: fit to binned distributions of all

angles.
▶ Correlations among angles are ignored.

▶ What are optimal observables?
(See e.g. Z.Phys. C62 (1994) 397-412 Diehl & Nachtmann)

▶ For a given sample, there is an upper limit on the
precision reach of the parameters.

▶ In the limit of large statistics (everything is Gaussian)
and small parameters (leading order dominates), this
“upper limit” can be derived analytically!

▶ dσ
dΩ = dσ

dΩ |SM +
∑
i

S(Ω)i gi. The optimal observables

are simply the S(Ω)i.

▶ Very idealized! How well can we actually do?
▶ Assume ∆sys ≈ ∆stat ?
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Figure 5.16: Definition of the angles in an e+e− → W+W− event.

electron beam and �W is the flight direction of the parent W -boson. The decay angles
can be classified corresponding to the decay type (hadronic or leptonic). The angles
describing the hadronic (leptonic) decay are called cos θ∗h (cos θ∗l ) and φ∗h (φ∗l ).

The hadronic decay angles suffer from a two-fold ambiguity, due to the unknown charge
of the quarks. The two quarks are back-to-back in the rest frame of the W -boson and
the resulting ambiguity is:

(cos θ∗h,φ
∗
h)↔ (− cos θ∗h,φ

∗
h + π), (5.16)

which is folded in the following way:

φ∗h > 0→ (cos θ∗h,φ
∗
h)

φ∗h < 0→ (− cos θ∗h,φ
∗
h + π). (5.17)

However, for the present study only the angles describing the leptonic decay are used.
Their distributions are shown in Fig. 5.17, with the respective resolutions. Fig. 5.18
compares the cos θW distribution with no anomalous TGCs with a scenario in which
an anomalous value was assigned to the gZ

1

coupling in order to exemplify the impact
of the TGCs on the angular observables.

5.4.4 Simultaneous Fit

The distributions used in the combined fit are multi-dimensional distributions of the
angular observables. With all four decay angles, in addition to the cos θW observable,
one would need five-dimensional distributions. Filling a five-dimensional distribution
leads to poor statistics for the single bins and does not appear to be a convenient
choice. It was therefore decided to move to three-dimensional distributions, using only
the angles which describe the leptonic decay cos θ∗l and φ∗l , together with cos θW . This
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precision reach of aTGCs at CEPC 240GeV
binned distributions, statistical uncertainties only
optimal observables, statistical uncertainties only
optimal observables, Δsys≈Δstat

5.6/ab, semileptonic channel, 80% selection efficiency
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Refined TGC analysis

Results on Higgs couplings (Comparison with the perfect Z-pole case)
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ratios of precision reaches at CEPC with different Z-pole scenario (Higgs basis)
with perfect Z-pole measurements
with CEPC Z-pole run (combined with LEP/SLD)
without CEPC Z-pole run (LEP/SLD only)
CEPC: 240 GeV (5.6 ab-1) and Z-pole (8 ab-1)

light shade: flavor non-universal solid shade: flavor universal for leptons

▶ The hZee contact interactions grow with energy, so they have a larger
impact on the e+e− → hZ production.

▶ The Zee couplings also enter e+e− → WW and affect the reaches on
aTGCs.

▶ The hZZ and hWW couplings are constrained less well.

▶ ∆g(hWW) ↑ ⇒ ∆Γh→WW ↑ ⇒ ∆g(hbb) ↑
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Refined TGC analysis

In terms of effective couplings (“Peskin” basis)

ghZZ ghWW ghγγ ghZγ ghgg ghcc ghbb ghττ ghμμ δg1,Z δκγ λZ
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ratios of precision reaches at CEPC with different Z-pole scenario (effective kappa)
with perfect Z-pole measurements
with CEPC Z-pole run (combined with LEP/SLD)
without CEPC Z-pole run (LEP/SLD only)
CEPC: 240 GeV (5.6 ab-1) and Z-pole (8 ab-1)

light shade: flavor non-universal solid shade: flavor universal for leptons

▶ Γh→WW has a sizable contribution to the Higgs total width, which has an
impact on the extraction of other couplings (in particular ghbb).

▶ Also note the impacts on aTGCs.
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Refined TGC analysis

How about the WW threshold run?

▶ The WW threshold hold run has a small impact in our EFT fit.

▶ mW can also be measured relatively well at 240GeV (2-3MeV).

▶ ΓW can be constrained indirectly by WW measurements at 240GeV,
assuming W has no exotic decays.

▶ The threshold run is not so sensitive to the aTGCs. (e+e− → WW is
dominated by the t-channel diagram near the threshold.)
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